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Abstract: 
To use the vast amount of information efficiently and 
effectively from websites is very important for making 
informed decisions. There are, however, still many problems 
that need to be overcome in the information gathering 
research arena to enable the delivery of relevant information 
required by users. In  this paper, an information gathering 
system is develop by means of multiple agents to solve those 
problems. We employed some ideas of Gaia methodology and 
Open Agent Architecture to analyze and design the system. 
The system consists of query preprocessing agent, information 
retrieval agent, information filtering agent, and information 
management agent. The filtering agent is trained with 
categorized documents and can provide users with the 
necessary information The experimental results show that all 
agents in the system can work cooperatively to retrieve 
relevant information from the World Wide Web environment. 
Keywords: 
Software agent; Information retrieval; Information fdtering; 
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1 Introduction 
The astonishing growth of the World Wide Web (WWW) 
is providing vast amount of information. To use the vast 
amount of information efficiently and effectively from 
websites is very important for making informed decisions. 
There are, however, still many problems that need to be 
overcome in the information gathering research arena to 
enable the delivery of relevant information required by 
users Firstly, it is difficult for us to gather right 
information from the World Wide Web because the 
information is vast, unorganized, multi-modal, and 
distributed on collections all over the world. Secondly, the 
number and variety of collections and services are 
constantly changing. Thirdly, information is uncertain 
(ambiguous and possibly erroneous). Fourthly, the search 
engine will provide users with overload documents when 
they are employed with certain keywords or expressions. 
An information gathering system is developed by means of 
multiple agents to solve the problems in.  this paper. 
Intelligent agents get commitments from their users and act 
on the users’ behalf to gather the required information. 
For implementing the system with software agent 
architecture, we employed some ideas of Gaia methodology 
17’ and Open Agent Architecture ( O M )  to contribute a 
framework. The framework consists of three levels, namely, 
role model level, agent type level, and agent instance level. 
In role model level, we describe a mode! with four roles. In 
agent type level, four agent types are ‘designed. In agent 
instance level, the agents based on categorized training are 
implemented. 
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as 
follows. In Section 2, the related work about this research is 
cursorily described. Section 3 presents methodology of 
constructing agent-oriented systems and the model with 
four roles for information gathering from the WWW. 
Section 4 discusses four agent types for designing the’ 
model and gives the complete framework. Section 5 
describes the training and filtering algorithms based on 
categorized expression weights. At the same time, the 
architecture of each key agent for filtering is introduced. 
Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2 Review of related work 
The information retrieval (IR) and information filtering 
(IF) are key stages of the information gathering. IR deals 
with the representation, storage, organization of, and access 
to information items. IF is to filter out the irrelevant 
documents [4]. There are three classic models, namely, 
Boolean, vector, and probabilistic, in IR [”. 
Much of the foundational work on agent technology has 
focused on methodologies to build agent-oriented systems, 
inter-agent communication protocols, and agent-based 
application systems 13’. Gaia is a methodology, which was 
specifically tailored to the analysis and design of agent- 
based systems 17’. But Gaia, as it presently stands, is not a 
general methodology for all kinds of multi-agent systems. It 
is not suitable for modeling open systems and controlling 
the behavior of self-interested, agents 19’. The OAA made it 
possible for software services to be provided through the 
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cooperative efforts of distributed collections of autonomous 
agents 15]. Communication and cooperation .tietween agents 
were brokered by one or more facilitators, which: were 
responsible .for matching requests, from users .and agents, 
with descriptions of capabilities of other agents. 
Many agent-based software systems evolved some notion 
of. our framework have been developed. Metacrawler is an 
agent that operates at a higher abstraction level by utilizing 
eight existing WWW index and search engines 14]. An 
integrated environment. acting as a software agent for 
discovering correlative attributes- of data object$ -from 
multiple heterogeneous resources was presented in [I]. 
AgentRAIDER was a comprehensive architecture for an 
intelligent information retrieval system with distributed 
heterogeneous data sources. It focused on, specific: aspects 
of the distributed heterogeneous problem such as database 
queries or information filtering. KQML is based on speech 
act theory and allows cognitive agents to cooperate 'I. 
Although such an endeavor is certainly of interest, the 
KQML project display loopholes 19]. 
3 Methodology 
The information gathering system consists of four 
components, namely, query preprocessing, information 
retrieval, information filtering, and information 
management, according to the goal of the system. Each 
component makes use of significant' computational 
resources and is of independent feature. The organization 
structure of the system is ~ static because inter-agent 
relationships do not change at run-time. So it is suitable for 
applying Gaia to analyze the system 17'. 
3.1 The analysis with Gaia methodology 
Gaia is intended to allow us to go systematically from a 
statement of requirements to a design that is sufficiently 
detailed that it can be implemented directly. In applying 
Gaia, we move from abstract to increasingly concrete 
concepts. The main Gaian concepts can be divided into two 
categories: abstract and concrete. Abstract entities are those 
used during analysis to conceptualize the system, but which 
do not necessarily have any direct realization.within the 
system. Concrete entities, in contrast; are used within the 
design process, and will tfpically have direct counterparts 
in the run-time system"]. 
The objective of the analysis stage is. to develop an 
understanding of the system and its structure: In this stage, 
the system consists of roles, which role is defined by four 
attributes 17]: responsibilities, permissions, activities, and 
protocols. Responsibilities determine functionality and, as 
such, are perhaps the key 'attribute associated with a role. 
Responsibilities q divided, into two :types: liveness 
properties and safety properties. Liveness properties 
describe those states of affairs that an agent must bring 
about, given certain environmental conditions. In contrast, 
safety properties are invariants. An acceptable state of 
. .  
affairs is maintained across all states of execution. The 
atomic components of a liveness expression are either 
activities. or protocols. An activity .is. somewhat like a 
method in object-oriented terms, or .a procedure in ' a  
PASCAL-like language. It corresponds to. a unit of'action 
that the agent may perform, which does 'not involve 
interaction with any other agent. Protocols, on the other 
hand, are activities that do require interaction .with other 
agents. Permissions are the "rights" associated with'a role. 
The permissions of a role thus identify the resouices that 
are available to that role in order to realize its 
responsibilities. The activities of a role are computations 
associated with the role that may he canied out by the agent 
without interacting with other 'agents. fiotocols define the 
way that it can interact with other roles. The roles model 
identifies the key roles io the system. 'A role will have 
associated with it certain permissions, relating to. the type 
and the amount. of resources that can. he exploited when 
carrying out the role. 
In information gathering system, ,one-to-one 
correspondence between the components ' and roles is 
adopted. The role model comprises four roles: namely, 
query preprocessing (QP), information retrieval (IR), 
information filtering (IF),' and information management 
(W. 
QP role involves inputting user's query statement and 
training documents, getting two kinds of information 
retrieval expressions (one for browsing Webs, another for 
information filtering) by analyzing user's query statement 
and training documents, displaying the results to user, and 
operating information in file server by means of interaction 
with IM role. Expression here consists of some sequential 
words with logic operators. The protocols and activities are 
as follows: ~ ~ ~~~~~ 
[ InputOuery, InputTrainingDocument, ~ . 
GetBrowsingExpressions, GetTrainingExpressions; 
InteractWithIR, InteractWithIF, InteractWithIM, 
, . . .  Dis~lavResults]. . ,  
Responsibilities: . .  
tWithIR 2 ' .  
(AS)'.InteractWithIF I ' . ' ' ' . .  
QP=(A l)*l(A2)*l(A3f I(A4)' 
AI =(InputOue~)".(GetBrowsingExpressions)'. 
A2=(InputOue~W.(GetTraningExpressions)'; ' ' 
A3=(In~utTainineDocument)O.InteractWithDh ' . 
A4=(InteractWithIF)".~DisplavResults)+ 
AS=(InteractWithIM)':(GetTrainingExp~ss!ons)' ' ' 
Where: '.' means follow by; ' I '  means 'OR: 'x ' means x 
occurs 0 or more times; 'x+' means x occurs 1 or more times; 
'x.' means x occurs infinitely: We write activity names in a 
sans serif :font, and'use a similar font, uqderlined, for 
protocol names. The following descriptions about, role 
submit to this comment. . ,  
IR role involves browsing the relevant documents .by 
employing search engines with browsing keywords or 
expressions, and saving the results to file.server by meins 
of interaction with Rvl role. Because the results may include 
. . .  , . . ,  
some irrelevant documents, we call the results as rough 
documents. The protocols and activities are as follows: 
(~DutBrowsineExDressions, SelectSearchEngine, 
InteractWithSearchEngine, InteractWithIF, 
InteractWithIM], 
Responsibilities: 
IR=(Bl)' I(B2)' 
B l=(InDutBmwsinnExDrssions)m. 
InteractWithIM.Interactwit& 
The first task of IF role is to train the expression weights 
based " on information categories. The information 
categories are defined by users according to their 
information gathering purposes. A description, some 
relevant supporting documents, and some irrelevant 
supporting documents about one category are given for 
training the expression weights. The second task of IF role 
is to filter the rough documents. The category or categories 
of user's query must be determined by means of analyzing 
the query statement. And then the rough documents are 
filtered based on the expression weights of the category or 
categories. The protocols and activities are as follows: 
[ InteractWithOP, InteractWithIM, InteractWithIR, 
TrainExpressionWeigbts, DecideQueryCategory, 
FilterDocuments), 
Responsibilities: 
IF=(Cl)'I(C2)' 
C I =(lnter~ctWiIhOPJ".(IntemctWjthlM. 
TrainExpressionWcights~*. Interact WtthOP 
C2=(InteractWithOP)".DecideQueryCategory. 
(InteractWithIR)m. 
InteractWithOP 
IM role involves operating data files that are stored in 
(InteractWithIM.FilterDocuments)+. 
tile sener. The protocols and acti\,itier are as follows: 
[ InteructWithOP. I n t e r a r t W i ~ l ~ .  IntcrxtWithIF. 
OperateFileServer]. 
, Responsibilities: 
IM=(Dl)* I(DZ)'I(D3)* . . .  , .  , 
D 1 =(hteractWithOP)o.operateFileServer. 
D2=(InteractWithIR)a.0perateFileServer 
D3=(InteractWithIF)".OperateFileServer. 
InteractWithOP 
InteractWithIF 
3.2 Structure in the role model level 
There are inevitably dependencies and relationships 
between the four roles in information gathering system. 
Indeed, such interplay is central to the way in which the 
system functions. The relationships between the roles are 
shown in Figure 1. The links between roles are presented in 
the interaction model (I Model). In fact, 'I Model' consists 
of a set of protocol definitions, one for each type of inter- 
role .interaction. InteractWithOP, InteractWithIR, 
InteractWithIF, InteractWithIM, and 
InDutBrnwsingExDressions comprise 'I Model', hut 
InDutOuery, InDutTrainineDocument, and DisDlavResults 
interact with user. The protocols between agent and user 
consist of the interactive interfaces and disciplines for user 
to use the system. 'OperateFileServer' includes creating, 
reading, updating, or deleting information files stored in file 
server (FS). InteractWithSearchEnnine informs selected 
search engines (SEl-SEm) to browse the rough 
documents according to the browsing keywords or 
expressions, and saves thosedocuments to tile server by 
means of interaction with IM role. 
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Role Role SEm 
Fig.1. Structure of the system 
4 Framework for information gathering 
The Gaia design process involves generating. three 
models, namely, agent model, service model, and 
acquaintance model. The agent model identifies the agent 
types that will make up the system, and the agent instances 
that will be instantiated from these types, The service 
model identifies the main services that are required to 
realize the agent role. Finally, the acquaintance model 
documents the lines of communication between the 
different agents ['I. According to the analysis about the 
information gathering system in Section 3, four agent types 
are soitahle for expressing the four roles. They are QP agent 
type, IR agent type, IF agent type, and IM agent type as 
shown in Figure 2. 
IM 
Agent 
Type 
Fig.2. Architecture of the framework 
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In the framework, IM ,agent type wrapk 'the information 
tile server as an agent-based platfomi. From O e  point of 
view "I, IM agent type and the file server comprise 
facilitator agent. The facilitator is a specialized server agent 
that is responsible for coordinating agent communications 
and cooperative problem solving. In our system, the 
facilitator is used to provide a global data manipulation for 
its client agents, which allows them to adopt a blackboard 
style of interaction ['I. The interactions bet&een the agent 
types follow the d e s  defined in acquaintance model. 
Acquaintance model includes all communication function 
of InteractWithOP, . InteractWithIR, InteractWithIF, 
InteractWithIM, ' and InputBrowsineExoreSsions. 
Acquaintance model is the concrete implementation of 'I 
model'. We employed Knowledge Query and Manipulation 
Language'(KQML) for implementation of this model. 
5 Architecture of the filtering agents ' 
All agent types are one-to-one correspondence between 
roles and agent types in our system. So far each agent type 
only includes one agent instance. Query preprocessing (QP) 
agent and information filtering (IF) agent complete the 
filter of rough documents. 
5.1 Architecture of the QP agent . : 
The QP agent consists of Interface 'Module 
(INTERFACE), Input Module, Preprocessing Module, 
Display Module, Library Access Module, KQML Module, 
Temple File Storage (TF), and Control (C) Modu1e:Tbe 
architecture is shown in Figure 3. 
Fig.3. Architecture of the QP agent 
Because QP agent must interact with users, for example, 
inputting query statement by keyboard, inputting training 
documents by transmission, controlling to execute 
specialized function, or displaying results or states of the 
system, Interface Module deals with interaction between 
user and the agent to achieve above tasks. Input Module 
deals with inputs of user's query statement, category 
description, and training documents (relevant or irrelevant). 
Preprocessing Module completes two tasks. The first task is 
to process category description and training documents 
stored in TF. Training documents, which are categorized, 
are analyzed one by one. The goal is to draw out the key 
relevant expressions and irrelevant expressions based on 
basic expression library (BE Library) and comqon word 
library (CW Library). The basic expression library manages 
all expressions or keywords the agent uses. The common 
word library manages the words that ,cannot be used as a 
keyword or an expression, such as, 'the', 'is', 'that', 'I';and 
so on. The second psk is to process user's query statement 
and rough documents stored in TF for filtering rough . 
documents. User's query. statement, which is described' by 
nat6ral language, and rough ,documents are analyzed. The 
goal is to dfaw out the relevant expressions and irrelevant 
expressions based on relevant expression library (RE 
Library) and irrelevant expression library (NE Library). 
Library Access Module deals with the operations of all 
those libraries. Display Module deals with showing the 
results to user. KQML Module deals with the ,interactions 
with other agents. Control Module, which is the control 
center of the agent, makes other modules work in order. 
5.2' Algorithms . .  for informatiou'fdtering 
The model' of information filtering for each category 
consists of two stages, namely, expression ,weight.training 
and rough document filtering. 
In training stage, we applied the vectormodel'based on 
clustering techniques to train the expression weights lg1. For 
determining the weight of each expression, calculatk two 
factors, namely, intra-clustering similarity and .inter- 
clustering dissimilarity. Term frequency (@ is used for 
intra-clustering similarity. &d inverse document frequency 
(id0 is used ,for. , inter-clustering dissimilarity. Each 
expression weight is &en by: 
Where indicates ith expression and i indicates jth category. 
Step '1: Calculate the expression weights of category 
description j. +Each expression weight ' of category 
description is given by 
w. .-tf *' 
id- I j  idftj, 
Wiqj = [0.5+(0.5*freqiqj)lmaxk, f r e q ~ j l *  
para*[log(NRDNj / nu) / log(NRDNj)]. 
, . 
Where freqlqj is the frequency of expression iq appeared in 
category description j; maXkq freqkqj is me m b a l  
frequency among all expressions appeared in category ' .  
description j; NRDN, is the total umber  of all irrelevant 
documents of category j; niqj is the frequency of expression 
iq appeared in all irrelevant documents, of category ji para is 
a parameter (O<para<=l.O) for adjusting Fe weightmess of 
category description. The parameter can be trained for ' 
selecting a good set of expressions in Step 3. 
Step 2: Calculate the expression weights of the relevant 
documents of categoryj. Each expression weight of relevant 
document is given by 
W,j=tfij*idfij 
tfi,j = (l/RDNj)Z (freqk,ij/ totalfreqxj) 
RoNj  
6 1  
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Where RDN; is the total number of all relevant documents 
of category j; freqk.ij is 'the frequency of expression 
appeared in relevant document of category j; totalfreqw is 
the total frequency of all expressions appeared in relevant 
document of category j; NRDN; is the total number of all 
irrelevant documents of category j; mj is the frequency of 
expression , a p p e d  in all irrelevant documents of 
category j. 
Step 3: Sort all expressions by weight value and save the 
first 120 expressions' with their weights to the relevant 
expression (RE) library as trained expressions of category j. 
Step 4 Calculate the expression weights of all irrelevant 
documents of category j. Each weight is given by 
" Wij=tfu*(numiflJNRDN;) . .  
NRDNj 
tfij = (I/NRDN-)Z (nfreqkjj/ ntotalfreqw) 
k=/ 
Where numi;is the count value of all irrelevant documents 
in which' expression i appeared; nfreql;ij is the frequency of 
expression appeared in irrelevant document of category j; 
ntotalfrequ is the total frequency of all expressions 
appeared in irrelevant document of category j. 
"Step S:,Sort all irrelevant expressions by weight value 
and save the first 20 expressions, which cannot be included 
in the 120 expressions of category in the RE library, with 
their weights to the irrelevant expression (NE) library as 
irrelevant trainedexpressions of category j. 
Step 6 Repeat Step 1 to Step S until all categories are 
trained. 
In filtering stage, two thresholds are given to select 
relevtint documents from rough documents. RT is the 
threshold of relevant factor. NRT is the threshold of 
irrelevant factor. Tfij is the intra-clustering simil&ity that 
document belongs to category j. Idfij is inter-clustering 
dissimilarity that document , belongs to category j. 
Step 1: Determine the category user's query belongs to. 
Calculate Tfi by 
Tf,=max{Tf,,Tf,,. . . .Tf,,. . ..Tf,] ON 
Tf, = (IlrQN)*Z (Wk,I*counterk) 
k=l 
QN 
TQN = Z (counterk) 
k=l 
,=1,2,3 ,...... m 
Where QN is the number of all expressions appeared in 
user's query and included in the relevant 120 expressions of 
category I in the RE library; counterk is the frequency of 
expression'k appeared in user's query; m is the total number 
of all categories. 
Step 2 Calculate Tfij and Idfij. 
mi 
Tfij = (l/lTNi)*Z (Wq*counterki) 
k=l 
EN' 
k=l 
TENl = Z (counter,,) 
Where EN, is the number of all expressions appeared in 
rough document and included in the relevant 120 
expressions of category in the RE library; counterci is the 
frequency of expression appeared in mugb document i. 
The Idfijuses the same formula with Tfij but W, is from 
the NE library. 
Step 3: if Tfij=>RT and Idfij W T ,  document i belongs 
to category j. 
Step 4 Repeat Step 2 to Step 3 for all rough documents. 
I. I  
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Fig.4. Architecture of the IF agent 
The main task of IF agent is to implement above 
algorithms. IF agent consists of KQML. Module, Library 
Access (L.A.) Module, Training Module, Filtering Module, 
Control Module, Common Words (CW) Library, Basic 
Expressions (BE) Library, Relevant Expressions (RE) 
Library, and Irrelevant Expressions (NE) Library. The 
architecture is shown in Figure 4. Training model is the 
complementation of training algorithm and filtering model 
is the complementation of filtering algorithm. 
6 -  Conclusinns 
A prototype of the proposed system is implemented 
using C and Socket technique. We are interesting in 
locating some information about 'what information is 
available on petroleum exploration in the South Atlantic' 
that is stored on 4 websites, which contain more than 500 
documents on various aspects of petroleum. Certainly, the 
system has been trained by categorized petroleum 
information before the query. The precision and recall rate 
of the filtering algorithm are about 97% and 91%. 
respectively. However, the results very depend on the 
training documents. The system shows that information 
gathering from the WWW can be implemented by means of 
agents.. 
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